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Introduction

Hey guys, Mishka here. I’m just a regular Orbus player. I’ve been playing 
since June of 2018, and have logged nearly 4,000 hours in game (as of the 
writing of this in May of 2021). I distinctly remember how rough it is as 
a new player. I know the tutorials in game aren’t exactly the most helpful, 
and things aren’t always as intuitive as they could be. With that in mind, 
my sole goal in Orbus nowadays is to help the newer players find their 
way in game. This takes many forms, from being a mentor in the Discord, 
uploading videos to my YouTube channel, and just hanging out in game 
helping anybody who asks. The purpose of this PDF (and the others soon 
to come!) is to help you get an idea of how I play the game effectively, POS-
SIBLY what the meta is (I don’t always follow the meta, I just kinda play for 
fun!), and how to succeed in your Orbus journey!



The Class Basics
The Musketeer’s HUD is fairly easy to manage.

At the top we have our buffs/debuffs icons. 

Green bar is your health. Keep that full if you can. Keep the Tank’s full too.

Yellow Bar is your Super. This fills by shooting your orbs.

Pink vertical bar is your stamina. That lets you teleport or combat sprint 
further.



Class Basics Continued
Orbs

Cure Wounds: Huge instant burst heal.  
Renew: 12 second heal over time effect. 
Shield: Protects for a large amount of damage. I mean a LOT. 
Decurse: Removes a debuff. Note that this can remove debuffs from enemies as well! 
Weakness: Makes the enemy take 5% extra damage from others, and 20% extra damage from 
you. 
Poison: Applies a weak Poison DoT. 
Impact: Deals a moderate amount of damage. Practically useless in end-game content. 
Gravity: Stuns enemies, sucks them into the impact site, slows them, and interrupts. 
Lifewell: Puts down an AoE that heals a small amount of health over time. Shooting your turret 
with this will revive the nearest dead player. You can do this once every 20 minutes.

Turret
Your turret is awesome! It’s an automatic heal/damage every second. You can hit it with a Poi-
son Orb to make it give Poison DoTs to enemies, a Renew to make it give a weak Renew stack to 
allies (don’t do this, it’ll overwrite the main Renew and it’s a net loss in healing), or Cure Wounds 
to boost the healing it does. I recommend keeping it boosted with a Cure Wounds. Something 
to note is that the turret can block projectiles! You can use that to save teammates and yourself 
from pesky bolters.

What to Use
In 90% of content I run, I have Cure Wounds, Renew, Shield, and Weakness equipped. If I’m 
going into an enemy group with an enemy that can give Poison or Shadow Mark, I may drop 
Weakness for Decurse.

Rotation
Easiest rotation in the game. Here we go:
1: Charge your turret, hit it with a Cure Wounds. 
2: Bounce Shield off an enemy on cooldown. 
3: Bounce Renew off an enemy on cooldown.  
4: Bounce Weakness off an enemy on cooldown. 
5: Use Cure Wounds if somebody’s health gets below 50%.
6: Keep doing 2-5. 
That’s it. That’s really it. That’s 90% of my time as a Musketeer. If your turret expires, just put it 
back up and hit it with a Cure Wounds again. You can bounce Cure Wounds off the turret to 
charge it and burst heal everybody within range, just be aware that’s a LOT of aggro generation.
If I’ve got a Warrior, I’ll typically hold off on using Shield Orb until their shield goes down just to 
make sure we’re getting the most out of that damage reduction.



The Talents
Improved Renew vs Improved Poison: You’re a Healer, not a DPS. Renew.

Improved Lifewell vs Speedy: You’re going to see that our rotation doesn’t 
use Lifewell. Speedy only gets us to move faster out of combat. Both of 
these are equally “meh”. Pick either.

Curative Shield vs Explosive Shield: You’re a Healer. Take Curative Shield.

Beacon of Light vs Charged Orb: This is it. This is what turn you into a 
demigod of healing. When you take Charged Orb, you become heals cen-
tral. Using a Charged Shot with an Orb on an enemy (known as “bounc-
ing”) will now affect everybody applicable within 20m. What does that 
mean? Bouncing a Cure Wounds, Renew, or Shield will now affect ALL 
ALLIES WITHIN RANGE! Bouncing a Weakness or Poison now affects 
ALL THE ENEMIES! You can even bounce off your turret! There are a few 
important things to note:
1: Bouncing a Decurse can remove debuffs your DPS placed on enemies. 
2: Bouncing a Cure Wounds generates a LOT of aggro.

All for One vs One for All: As I mentioned earlier, our rotation doesn’t 
really use Lifewell. We do use the Turret quite a bit, so doubling its healing 
power is quite nice. BEWARE, however, that charging your Turret costs 
half your TOTAL health. If you’re under half health and release your turret 
after charging it, you WILL die. 



Healing Bosses
Broken Halls

Minotaur: Use Gravity instead of Weakness. Charged Shot it during the Enrage to get multiple interrupts at 
once. Keep bouncing Shield, Renew, Weakness. 
Gorgon: Bounce your orbs. MAYBE bounce Cure Wounds if your party needs it once Tank has established 
aggro. Keep an eye out because those orbs can seriously hurt, so just be on your toes.

Airship
Chaos Purity: Just keep following your rotation. Catch orbs on your head so they don’t explode and make 
pools on the ground. Your turret can catch orbs to prevent them from exploding as well.
Chaos Hunter: Follow your rotation. If somebody gets hit with a Line Attack and starts to bleed out, I usually 
let them die out of spite. Or I’ll try and heal them by bouncing a Cure Wounds and putting a Lifewell on them. 
Usually I let them die. You deserve it. How dare you make me work.

Sewers
Mutated Rat: This is like, the ultimate “can you out-heal the damage” boss. The Poison on the ground plus the 
Rat can add up to a lot of damage. Follow your rotation and be ready to use Cure Wounds when the Tank drops 
below half health.
Sewer Slime: I don’t play Musketeer here. If somebody gets hit by a mechanic, they’re going to die. There’s no 
saving them. The exceptions are for Hot Foot, Golden Egg, or Back Bug. Other than that, I swap to DPS.

Crypt
Dungeon Troll: Another boss where I don’t usually heal. If you have to, follow the rotation. Done.
Lich King: Follow. Your. Rotation. That’s it. If your Tank gets to low health, encourage them to just...jump back 
away from the boss and dodge bolts. That gives them time to regain HP without any risk of taking damage. The 
most stressful part is just keeping everybody alive during the skeleton phase. If the adds go for the DPS imme-
diately, you can bounce a Cure Wounds to take them momentarily until the Tank can take aggro back. Don’t 
skywalk this boss. You’re better than that.

Abandoned Mines
Dovregubben:  Same as Sewer Slime. Usually your Tank can do this without a Healer.
Scav Shaman: Follow the rotation and you should be good. Keep an eye on your DPS, as Puzzling Predicament 
can mess them up if they don’t move fast enough. You can reposition your turret to be closer to the DPS, bounce 
a Cure Wounds, and reposition it again closer to the Tank if they need topping off.

Ancient Temple
Ancient Guardian: Follow the Rotation, stay near a pillar so you can break line of sight during Cleansing 
Wave.
Mist Keeper: This is the Holy Grail of Healer bosses. This is where you prove your worth. Place your turret 
about halfway between you and the Tank. Stay far enough away to avoid the Ground Slam. Keep bouncing Re-
new on cooldown. During Green Phase, drop a Lifewell on your feet and bounce a Cure Wounds off your turret 
to affect all DPS and your Tank when necessary.
If your Tank is a Warrior: Follow the rotation. They should jump out of Ground Slam and manage their shield to 
take the Tank Buster.
If your Tank is a Paladin: Do not use Shield on cooldown. Only use it during the boss’s Ground Slam attack. The 
Paladin can tank it with a Shield Orb, and they should heal themselves immediately afterward.



Raids
Guild City 1

Follow your Rotation, and keep an eye on the 
people who go in the Beam.

Guild City 2
DO NOT BOUNCE OFF THE BOSS! DO NOT 

BOUNCE OFF THE BOSS! This will give the 
boss stacks during blue phase. If any baddie is 

pulsing blue, DO NOT TOUCH THEM! Bounce 
off your turret or hit the Tank individually. Usu-
ally a Bard is healing the DPS so you don’t need 

to worry about them too much. If things get 
nasty for them, maybe reposition the turret and 
bounce a Cure Wounds or place a Lifewell near 

them.

Guild City 3
The groups I play with don’t use healers on Boss 
3. No mechanics will hurt anybody if done right, 
and the tank has a down phase to get rid of sick-
ness stacks and heal themselves. If people get hit 
by the line attack, they die. And we tease them. 

Relentlessly. Mercilessly.
 

Guild City 4
Use a charged Gravity Orb to interrupt Seam-

stress’s Fusion ability. Keep your Tank alive using 
the normal rotation.

Guild City 5
This is another boss where I save my Shield Orb. 
Bounce Renew off the boss, but when circles ap-
pear on the ground, you want to Shield yourself, 
drop your turret into the circle, THEN jump in. 
The turret counts as a person and will soak dam-
age for you. By that time, other players should 
have jumped in to help soak damage too. Your 
priority is the circles and keeping the DPS alive 
from the circles. Tanks should be more or less 
fine by themselves, but a Renew every now and 
then doesn’t hurt.

Citadel 1
Bounce Renew on cooldown. Right before the 

Crystal Rain hits, bounce a Shield Orb to try and 
keep people alive. It’ll protect for one hit, but not 

5 or so. It’s just a nice little safety net.

Citadel 2
Follow rotation, and keep DPS topped off. 

They’ll be taking damage from pools/chains.

Citadel 3
For the most part, the Tank will be fine.

Bounce that Renew off the boss and 
they’ll survive. The hard part is dealing 
with the suns. Keep everybody grouped 
up and Shield Orb the crap out of every-

body when the sun is about to hit. 
Citadel 4

This fight...oh boy, this fight. Try and keep 
healing to a minimum if possible. Of course, 

keep people topped off, but there will be times 
where the boss will be shielded and you’ll be the 
only one gaining aggro, so trying to stay low on 
the aggro table is important. No Cure Wounds 
are necessary until late in the fight. Renew and/
or Shield on the DPS is usually enough. During 

Green Phase you’ll need to focus on keeping 
whoever has aggro on the mobs alive, and during 
Hell 3 you’ll be hard pressed to keep your Tanks 
up. During those times, feel free to burst every-
thing you have. I tend to save my Ultimate for 
Hell 3 and bounce Shield, Renew, Cure, Shield, 

Cure, Renew, Weakness, and then everything on 
cooldown.



Equipment

As a Healer, if you die, your party is going to die. Get Unbending on your Musket at all costs.

For armor affixes, your Orbs are Projectiles. +1% Projectile Damage is therefore awesome. Crits 
are an additional 50% healing, so Crit Chance is also great to go with.

For my Rings, I use the typical infused World Boss rings (Signet of Bark infused into Scav Ring).  
That’s +70 Crit (4.67%) and 220 Vitality (not really a significant difference, but any bit helps). 
Empowered on one ring for the extra crit damage (because crit heals are awesome) and Elite 
Protector on the other just in case I pull aggro on an elite. Considering the absurd amount of 
healing we get though, it may be worth dropping the critical chance from these rings and going 
with the Chaotic Signets for faster Ultimate charge. You’re losing less than 5% critical, but gain-
ing 10% faster Ultimate. That’s a great safety net for when things go wrong.

When it comes to Bracers, Wisdom is not a bad choice at all.

Potions:
Vitality: More health means hopefully not dying as often. That’s good.
Intel: Literally all of your healing is based on Intel. Drink this. This is about 8% extra healing for 
Aged Enhanced Intellect.
Strength: Only your normal bullets are affected by this. You won’t need these. 
Crit: 50% extra healing everytime you crit. That’s really powerful. Stack this as much as you can! 
Super: Your Ultimate already charges pretty quick, but if you’ve got spare Super Charge potions 
and you’re running difficult content, you may as well drink one just in case!


